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For millennia, animals of the Commonwood have weathered 
shi�ing alliances and the cycle of hundred-year seasons, 
building their diverse societies on the two principles of the 
Wild: everything is connected and nothing lasts forever. When 
Order flamereaders predicted an especially long, brutal 
winter coming in just 25 years, however, some began to 
doubt the wisdom of relying on these ancient principles 
alone. Rumors say that, months ago, a clandestine group of 
powerful animals conspired in a secret underground bunker 
to find a way to conquer the cycle of the seasons. There, they 
worked to fuse formidable technologies and perilous magic 
to develop a new source of endless warmth and power—a 
foolish quest to circumvent the Wild that went terribly awry.

The hubris of the failed experiment has indeed threatened 
to disrupt the cycle of the seasons, just not in the ways the 
conspiring animals had hoped. Instead, their machinations 
have unleashed an invasion of toxic machines possessed by 
corrupted magic, sha�ering the prosperous peace of autumn. 
Animals have survived disease, starvation, and infighting but 
they’ve never faced an enemy like this. As this horrific mech-
anized army poured out of the smoldering remains of the 
secret bunker, the Council Guard bravely fought to contain 

War has come to the Wild.
their reach, but the guards’ formations were no match for the 
machines’ overwhelming firepower. This first ba�le quickly 
became a bloody disaster, leaving thousands dead. Now, the 
machines are rampaging across the Commonwood, intent 
on exploiting the warmth of the world and enclosing every 
habitat, town, and village in their path.

Still, there are whispers of hope. Across the marshes, 
plains, mountains, and forests, scrappy crews of animals are 
rising up to resist the machine occupation, fighting back with 
guerrilla tactics and clandestine sabotage, healing the wound-
ed, and doing the hard work of rewilding and reconstructing 
areas decimated by the war. Calling themselves Defenders of 
the Wild, these partisans hail from all four animal factions, 
each determined to fight back in their own way: the Order 
with its wisdom of the flame, the Council with its fortitude 
and bread, the Sect with its ingenious inventions, and the 
Coven with its spells and subterfuge.

Can the defenders band together to heal the land and 
outsmart a seemingly impossible enemy? Or will the 
Commonwood succumb to an endless industrial winter? 
It’s up to you and your comrades to decide.

EVERYTHING IS

CONNECTED
NOTHING LASTS

FOREVER
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War has come to the Wild.
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THE ORDER

An ancient fellowship of scholars, firekeepers, mapmakers, 
and librarians, the Order works to cultivate the wisdom of 
the Wild throughout its candlelit monasteries and ornate 
academies nestled in the forests. The official recordkeepers of 
the animal world (at least, according to them), they practice 
the art of flame divination to peer into the past and forecast 
the future. Honoring tradition, they perform the rituals that 
keep the Wildfire burning—and transform it into a deadly 
weapon when necessary.

THE SECT

Eager to experiment with and embrace new technology, 
the Sect is a shadowy society of machinists, miners, math-
ematicians, and hackers who work in remote laboratories 
deep in the mountains. Known for their superstitious lore, 
labyrinthine crystal mines, and ingenious inventions (not to 
mention their potent stimulants and all-night underground 
festivals), they are now conspiring to cra� the controversial 
gadgets and weaponry they deem necessary in the fight for 
animal survival.

THE COUNCIL

Confident the way to construct a be�er, more sustainable 
future is to build it together, the Council is a powerful 
federation of civil servants, guards, farmers, and bakers who 
have established their extensive agricultural communes on 
the plains. Driven by fairness, solidarity, and structure (and 
fueled by plenty of ale and bread), they were among the first 
to face down the machines. Now, they aim to protect and feed 
their fellow animals while rebuilding the areas decimated 
by war.

THE COVEN

The bearers of songs, spells, and subterfuge, the Coven is 
an ever-shi�ing alliance of witches, herbalists, bards, and 
bandits who have practiced the healing magic of the Wild for 
countless generations. Based in the ungovernable marshes 
(where rogues and rebels thrive), they are masters of the 
ambush, adept at transforming botanicals into everything 
from poultice to poison, and always ready with a hex to stall 
an enemy or a tune to li� an ally’s weary spirit.

Animal Factions
of the

COMMONWOOD

Preferred habitat ~ Forests

Preferred habitat ~ Marshes

Preferred habitat ~ Plains

Preferred habitat ~ Mountains
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Gameplay Overview

In Defenders of the Wild, players are organizers representing 
different animal factions who have joined the resistance and 
are converging on a dangerous flashpoint in the war against 
the machines. Each organizer has a unique network of 
defenders from the same faction that make up that player’s 
defenders deck. Organizers must help their fellow defenders 
take actions in the right locations and at the right times 
across the game board to succeed.

The machines have opened an additional front in the war 
by beginning construction of a new factory core where an 
animal village once stood. Players must set aside longstand-
ing factional disagreements and cooperate to destroy the 
factory core in order to win this crucial ba�le.

Winning the Game ~ Defenders of the Wild is a fully 
cooperative game. All players win or lose together and must 
cooperate to destroy the machine core by completing 2 
objectives together:

• Each player must build all of their camps.
• All factories built by the machines must be rewilded.

Losing the Game ~ There are 3 ways for all players to lose 
a game of Defenders of the Wild. 

• If 6 factories have been built and the machines are 
ordered to build another, all players lose.

• If all 6 toxic sites have spread and the machines are 
ordered to spread more, all players lose.

• If 2 defenders from the same home habitat are killed, 
all players lose.

COMPONENTS

CREDITS

Game Design ~ Henry Audubon & T.L. Simons
Illustration ~ Meg Lemieur & T.L. Simons
Narrative ~ Margaret Killjoy, Patricia Noonan, & T.L. Simons
Visual Design ~ T.L. Simons
Rulebook Editing ~ Herschel Pecker

PLAYERS
1-4
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14+
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1-2 Hours

30 min per player
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Game board 
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Turn tokens
(4, 1 per faction)

Order
Organizer

Coven
Organizer

Council
Organizer

Sect
Organizer

Machine
direction 

pawn

Walls
(30)

Mechs
(20)

Engines
(2)

Breach 
tokens (12)

Camps (24, 6 per faction)

Damage 
tokens 

(12)

Direction circle

Death tokens 
(4, 1 per habitat type)

Support trackers 
(4, 1 per faction)

First player 
token

Damage
die
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Faction circles (4, 1 per faction)

Maps item 
tokens (4)

Potions item 
tokens (4)

Rockets item 
tokens (4)

Bread item 
tokens (4)

Machine cards (6) Defender cards
(48, 12 per faction)

COMPONENTS continued
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The setup steps below correspond with the numbers in cir-
cles in the setup diagram on page 8. When playing in 1 player 
mode, follow the setup steps for 2 players and then read the 1 
player mode section at the end of this rulebook.

1. Create the Game Board
A�er connecting all 6 perimeter 
tiles to create the 6 sided 
perimeter of the game board (A), 
randomly place the 12 habitat tiles 
inside the perimeter as shown to 
the right (B). Each habitat tile can 
be placed on either of its sides but 
always make sure that the artwork 
of all tiles is oriented in the same direction. Place the center 
base tile in the open spot at the center of the game board (C).

2. Create the Central Machine Core ~ Stack all of 
the factory tiles in numerical order with the tile numbered 
0 on the bo�om and the tile numbered 6 on top. Make sure 
the darker rewilded sides of the tiles are face down. Shuffle 
the orientations of the stacked factory tiles so that the factory 
direction arrows all point in random directions. Don’t shuffle 
the numerical order in which they are stacked. Place the 
stacked tiles on the center base tile.

3. Set up the Machine Circles ~ Place the direction 
circle and the toxic site circle to one side of the game board. 
Place all 6 toxic site tokens on the toxic site circle. Place the 
machine direction pawn on the right-hand direction space on 
the direction circle marked by the 1  icon.

4. Deploy Engines ~ Place 1 engine on the edge between 
the 2 habitats next to the number 6 on the factory tile at the 
top of the central machine core (A). Make sure the engine is 
upright, with its jagged front facing away from the core. Place 
1 wall on the habitat edge that the factory direction arrow 
is pointing towards off the opposite side of the factory tile 
(B). Place the second engine on the habitat edge to the right 
beyond the end of the wall sticking out from the factory direc-
tion arrow (C). Place all other walls within reach of all players. 

5. Deploy Mechs ~ Place 2 mechs in the core. Place 1 mech 
in each habitat with a  icon. Place all other mechs within 
reach of all players.

6. Spread Pollution 
Place 1 pollution token 
in each habitat with a 

 icon. Place all other 
pollution tokens within 
reach of all players. 

7. Set up Death Tokens ~ Place all 4 death tokens in a 
row near the game board

8, Set up the Machine Deck ~ Shuffle the 6 machine 
cards and place them face-down within reach of all players. 
Make room for a discard pile

9. Choose Factions ~ Randomly assign each player 1 of 
the 4 factions or allow players to choose their faction.  Pass 
out the corresponding faction circle, turn token, organizer, 

Setup

A

B
C

666A

B C

0

66

6

66

0 6

6

66

6

66
6

Shuffle the 
orientations of 
the stacked
factory tiles.
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camps, support tracker, defender cards, and player aid to 
each player.

10. Distribute Breach Tokens ~ Distribute the 12 
breach tokens evenly among the players.

• 2 players: 6 each • 3 players: 4 each • 4 players: 3 each

11. Set up Your Faction Circle & Camps ~ Each Player: 
Place your faction circle directly in front of you and set 1 of 
your camps to the side along with your organizer. This will be 
your starting camp.

4 players: Use the side with 4 small dots next to the ‘7’ 
space on the support track. Place 1 camp on the ‘4’ space 
of the support track above the camp icon and place 1 ad-
ditional camp in each space to the right. You should now 
have 4 camps on your support track. Put the remaining 
camp back in the box. Place your support tracker on the 
first space of the support track on the le� side of your 
faction circle.
3 players: Use the side with 3 small dots next to the first 
‘6’ space on the support track. Place 1 camp on the ‘4’ 
space of the support track above the camp icon and place 
1 additional camp in each space to the right except for the 
final ‘6’ space next to the 2 dots. You should now have 4 
camps on your support track. Put the remaining camp 
back in the box. Place your support tracker on the first 
space of the support track on the le� side of your faction 
circle.
2 players: Use the side with 2 small dots next to the final 
‘6’ space on the support track.. Place 1 camp on the ‘4’ 
space of the support track above the camp icon and place 
1 additional camp in each space to the right. You should 
now have 5 camps on your support track. Place your 
support tracker on the first space of the support track on 
the le� side of your faction circle.

12. Adjust Difficulty
• Beginner: Remove the final camp on the right side of each 

player’s support track and return removed camps to the 
game box. When playing with 3 and 4 players on begin-
ner difficulty, each player will only need to build 3 camps. 
When playing with 2 players on beginner difficulty, each 
player will only need to build 4 camps

• Challenging: Keep the camps set up on your faction circle 
as detailed in step 11.

13. Distribute Item Tokens ~ Give each player 1 token 
of each item type. Place each of your 4 item tokens next to 
your faction circle with the darker side face-up.

14. Set up Your Defenders Deck ~ Each Player: Shuffle 
your 12 defender cards and place them face-down to the le� 
of your faction circle. Make room for an exhaustion pile to 
the right of your faction circle. Draw 3 defender cards from 
your defenders deck into your hand and do not reveal them 
to the other players.

15. Distribute Damage Tokens ~ Each Player: Take 3 
damage tokens and place them near your faction circle.

16. Choose Starting Camp Locations ~ Each Player:
Choose one of your faction’s preferred habitats next to the 
perimeter of the game board as the location for the starting 
camp you set aside in step 11. Place the camp in that habitat 
along with your organizer. 

• When playing with 2 or 3 players, players decide together 
where to place 1 camp from each of the unplayed factions 
in a preferred habitat of that faction next to the perimeter.

• If none of your faction’s preferred habitats are next to the 
perimeter, choose one of your preferred habitats that is 1 
habitat closer to the core from the perimeter.

17. Randomly Assign First Player ~ Give that player 
the first player token.

SETUP continued SETUP continued
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SETUP continued
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PHASE 1
At the start of each round, all players must cease communi-
cation and maintain silence while choosing a defender card 
from their hand to play. Once you have chosen your active 
defender for the round, place that card face down on top of 
your exhaustion pile to the right of your faction circle.

• If you have no defender cards in your hand, draw the top 
card from your defenders deck as your active defender 
and place it face down on your exhaustion pile.

PHASE 2
When all players have completed phase 1 and each player’s 
active defender card is face down on their exhaustion pile, 
all players simultaneously flip over their active defenders to 
reveal the card to all other players. Players may now begin 
communicating, strategizing together, and sharing the spe-
cifics of their active defender with their fellow players. Some 
defender cards have special abilities marked ‘reveal’ and these 
effects must be resolved before proceeding. 

• When a player reveals a defender with a Comrade ability, 
that player takes the first player token. If multiple players 
reveal defenders with Comrade abilities, the next closest 
player going clockwise around the table from the le� of the 
previous round’s first player takes the first player token. 

PHASE 3 - The player with the first player token takes the first 
turn of the round. On each player’s turn, the player will take actions 
with their active defender and then draw and resolve 1 machine card. 

PHASE 3: ACTIONS 
When it’s your turn to be the active player, you may take as 
many actions as the number of action points noted on your 
active defender card. Each action takes 1 action point and 
every defender can complete any of the actions from the 
action menu (see page 13). Some defender cards have ongoing 
special abilities that may affect your turn as well as other 
players’ turns. A�er spending your active defender’s action 
points, the defender becomes exhausted. You may then team 
up additional defenders from your hand with the same home 
habitat as your active defender in order to take more actions 
(see page 11). When you have finished taking all actions for 
this turn, place your turn token on top of your exhausted 
defenders pile to mark the completion of your actions.

PHASE 3: MACHINES
A�er taking actions in phase 3, draw and resolve 1 machine 
card which will deploy, move, and manage machine compo-
nents. When you have finished resolving the machine card 
for your turn, flip over your turn token to the darker side to 
mark the end of your turn.

Turn order rotates clockwise around the table. A�er each player’s turn, 
the player to their le� becomes the active player and repeats phase 3 for 
their turn. Once all players have taken their turns, all players remove 
their turn tokens from their exhaustion piles and start a new round 
with phase 1. Players must once again cease communication and choose 
a defender to play for the next round in silence.

Round Phases
Defenders of the Wild is played in rounds of turns. Each round consists of 3 phases:

Phase 1 - All players choose an active defender from their hand in silence
Phase 2 - All players reveal their active defenders & open discussion
• Repeat phase 3 for each player’s turn
Phase 3: Actions - The active player takes actions with their active defender
Phase 3: Machines - The active player draws and resolves 1 machine card
• A�er all players have completed phase 3, start phase 1 of the next round

PHASE 3: ACTIONS 
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The Game Board
The game board is made up of 36 hexagonal habitats that 
surround the central machine core. Each habitat has 6 
edges they share with adjacent habitats or with the game 
board perimeter.

There are 4 types of animal habitats: forests, plains, 
marshes, and mountains. Each of the 4 animal factions has a 
preferred habitat type: the Council prefers the plains, the Sect 
prefers the mountains, the Coven prefers the marshes, and 
the Order prefers the forests.

Over the course of the game, players will resolve cards from 
the machine deck that will order engines to advance and build 
walls along the edges of habitats. When an animal habitat 
becomes fully enclosed on all 6 edges, it is in danger of having 
a factory built upon it. Factory tiles start the game stacked in 
the central machine core and are built on enclosed habitats 
when an engines card is resolved (see page 17). Factories built 
on top of animal habitats are still considered habitats. 

There is no way for players to stop the advance of engines 
and the building of walls and factories. Players cannot enter 
the central machine core.

The only way to destroy the central machine core and win 
the game is to rewild all of the factories that the machines 
build while also building all of your camps. When players re-
wild a factory, it becomes a wild habitat that counts as every 
faction’s preferred habitat and every defender’s home habitat.

Restrictions on 
Communication
There are 2 ways players must restrict communication with 
each other while playing Defenders of the Wild:

• During phase 1 of each round, you are prohibited from 
communicating with other players and must choose your 
active defender in silence. Communication and discussion 
may commence once all players reveal their active defend-
ers simultaneously in phase 2.

• At all times during the game, you may not reveal your 
hand of defender cards to other players and you are 
prohibited from speaking or communicating with other 
players about any of the specifics on the defender cards 
in your hand other than noting the defenders’ home 
habitats (see page 11). During phases 2 and 3 of each 
round, you may freely communicate and strategize with 
other players by saying things like “I have a way to help 
with that” or “I don’t currently have any forest defenders” 
as long as you never directly mention any of the specific 
features of any defenders in your hand other than noting 
the defenders’ home habitats. Once your active defender 
has been revealed and is face up on your exhaustion pile, 
it can be freely spoken about and viewed by all players.

Plains habitat
preferred by

THE COUNCIL

Marsh habitat
preferred by

THE COVEN

Mountains habitat
preferred by

THE SECT

Forest habitat
preferred by

THE ORDER

Factory habitat Rewilded 
factory habitat

WILD

Marsh habitatPlains habitat Mountains habitat Forest habitat Factory habitat Rewilded 
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When it’s your turn as the active player (phase 3), you will use 
your organizer to take actions on the game board using your 
active defender’s action points.

DEFENDER CARDS OVERVIEW

Each organizer has a unique network 
of defenders from that organizer’s 
faction. These defenders make up 
that player’s defenders deck of 12 
cards. The home habitats of half the 
defenders in a player’s deck are the 
same as their faction’s preferred 
habitat. The other half of the 
defenders in the deck are from 
other home habitats.

A. Action Points On your turn, take actions with your 
active defender by spending the action points that are noted 
on the bo�om le� corner of the card. To take any action 
from the action menu (see page 13) you must spend 1 action 
point. All defenders may be used to take any action from the 
action menu. You may only take actions in habitats where 
your organizer is unless a defender’s special ability or an item 
notes otherwise. A�er spending your active defender’s action 
points, the defender becomes exhausted

B. Special Ability ~ Each defender also details its special 
ability along the bo�om of the card. Special abilities labeled 
‘reveal’ are resolved in the reveal phase of the round (phase 
2). Special abilities labeled ‘ongoing’ may be utilized during 
your turn (phase 3). Some special abilities note that they 
affect other players. But unless specifically noted, all other 
special abilities affect only you. Using a defender’s special 
ability is always optional.

C. Home Habitat ~ Each defender has a home habitat not-
ed in the upper le� corner of the card. Taking a move action 
in or out of your active defender’s home habitat allows you to 
move faster through habitat corridors (see page 13).

Teaming Up ~ Once your active defender is exhausted, 
you may choose to ‘team up’ additional defenders from your 
hand to take additional actions. Teamed up defenders must 
be from the same home habitat as your active defender. Each 
teamed up defender gives you 1 additional action point to 
spend. Special abilities and action points noted on teamed up 
defenders cards are all ignored. 

Team up 1 defender at a time, spending the additional 
action point before teaming up any more defenders. Place 
teamed up defenders next to your exhaustion pile while you 
are taking actions and then place them below your active 
defender in the exhaustion pile once you have completed 
your turn.

SUPPORT & CAMPS

To win the game, all players must build all their camps while 
rewilding all of the factories built by the machines. In addi-
tion to being a requirement for winning the game, building 
camps is how you draw cards from your defenders deck into 
your hand. Each of your camps also gives you an additional 
option for regrouping (see page 15) and gaining your faction’s 
item (see page 16).

To build camps, you need support from animals in this 
region of the Commonwood. Your level of support is repre-
sented on the support track that runs around your faction 
circle. The support track is where you place your camps at the 
start of the game.

Taking Actions

Example: Ubi has the same home 
habitat as the active defender Flik 
and can team up a�er Flik 
becomes exhausted, giving the 
Order player 1 additional action 
point to spend.

DEFENDER CARDS OVERVIEW continued

A

C

B
your turn.

Example: 

becomes exhausted, giving the 

To win the game, all players must build all their camps while 
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Gaining Support ~ You gain support by clearing pol-
lution, destroying mechs, breaching walls, and rewilding 
factories (see pages 15-16). Each time you take one of these 
actions, move your support tracker forward 1 step on the sup-
port track. You have maxed out your support when the next 
step on the support track is blocked by a camp. When your 
support is maxed out, you cannot gain additional support un-
til you have built your next camp and reset the support meter 
(see below). You may still take any of the actions that generate 
support when your support track is maxed out, but you will 
not gain additional support. When you build a camp, your 
support tracker resets to its starting position on the track.

Building Camps & Drawing Defenders  
The number under each camp on your support track specifies 
the hand size of defender cards you will draw up to when you 
build the camp occupying that step on the track. A�er build-
ing a camp and rese�ing your support tracker, draw cards 
from your defenders deck until your hand size reaches the 
newly-revealed number on the support track (see page 14). 

Your Final Camp ~ When you build your final camp, your 
support track becomes locked. Move your support tracker 
to the center of your faction circle for the remainder of the 
game. From this point onwards, you may give 1 support to 
another player of your choice whenever you take an action 
that generates support.

SUPPORT & CAMPS continued ROLLING DAMAGE & DEATH

Mechs are the machines’ deadly a�ack units. When you take 
any action near mechs, you are in danger of taking damage. A 
mech that is on a factory tile is a sniper. A mech in any other 
habitat type (including a rewilded factory) is a hunter. 

A�er you resolve an action taken with your organizer in a 
habitat with a mech or adjacent to a sniper, you must roll 
the damage die once to determine whether or not the mechs 
inflict damage on you. Only roll damage once per each 
action taken, regardless of how many mechs are currently 
threatening to inflict damage on you. The damage die has 
faces that can inflict 1 damage, 2 damage, or no damage. 
Whenever a damage roll inflicts damage, place the specified 
number of damage tokens on your faction circle below 
your faction shield.

Melee Damage Rolls ~ Both 1 damage and 2 damage 
faces on the damage die inflict damage on you a�er resolving 
an action with your organizer in the same habitat as 1 or 
more mechs.  

Ranged Damage Rolls ~ Only the 1 damage faces on the 
damage die inflict damage on you a�er resolving an action 
with your organizer in a habitat free of mechs but adjacent to 
snipers. If you are rolling damage a�er resolving an action in 
the same habitat as 1 or more mechs and adjacent to snipers, 
roll for melee damage.

1 damage 2 damage no damage

Example: The Order player has 
taken 2 actions that gain support 
and has moved their support tracker 
forward 2 steps on the support track 
to mark the gained support (A). The 
support track is now maxed out 
and the player may now take a build 
action to build their next camp that 
is blocking the next step on the 
support track (B).

damage token

Examples of mechs: 
A) A sniper on a 
factory tile.
B) A hunter in a 
plains habitat.

1 A B

4
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5
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3
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6
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3

damage token

A B
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ROLLING DAMAGE & DEATH continued

Defender Death ~ The maximum amount 
of damage you can sustain is 3 damage tokens. 
If a damage roll inflicts damage that results in 
exceeding this maximum of 3 damage tokens, 
another player must randomly choose a de-
fender from your hand. This defender is killed 

and is placed face up under the death token corresponding 
to that defender’s home habitat. Whenever one of your de-
fenders is killed, clear all damage from your faction circle. If 
2 defenders from the same home habitat are killed, the game 
ends and all players lose.

• If a damage roll inflicts damage that results in exceeding 
this maximum of 3 damage tokens and you don’t have any 
defenders in your hand, the top card from your defenders 
deck is killed. Draw this card and place it under the death 
token corresponding to that defender’s home habitat.

Action Menu
ACTION: MOVE

A move action allows you to reposition your organizer to an 
adjacent habitat or through multiple habitats in a connected 
corridor if the habitats that make up the corridor are all the 
same type as the home habitat of your active defender (see 
below). Ending a move action in a habitat with a camp is also 
how you gain items (see page 16).

Obstructions to Movement:
• You cannot move through walls unless those walls have 

been breached.
• Factories and rewilded factories have walls on all 6 of 

their edges and you may not move though those factory 
walls unless they have been breached. 

• You cannot move through engines.
• You cannot enter the central machine hub.
• You cannot move off the perimeter of the board. 

Moving to an Adjacent Habitat ~ To take a move 
action, spend 1 action point and reposition your organizer to 
any adjacent and unobstructed habitat.

Moving through a Habitat Corridor ~ A habitat 
corridor is any connected set of habitats that are all of the 
same type. You may take 1 move action to move through 
multiple unobstructed habitats in a connected corridor if 
those habitats are all the same as the home habitat of your 
active defender.

• When taking a move action that starts in a corridor that 
corresponds with your active defender’s home habitat, 
you may spend 1 action point to reposition your organizer 
to any habitat adjacent to any of the connected habitats 
that make up the corridor as long as the path of move-
ment is unobstructed.

Examples of rolling damage:  A) The Coven player rolls 1 damage a�er 
taking an action adjacent to a sniper and places 1 damage token on 
their faction circle. B) The player rolls 2 damage a�er taking an action 
adjacent to a sniper and no damage is inflicted. C) The player rolls 1 
damage a�er taking an action in a habitat with a mech and places 1 
damage token on their faction circle. D) The player rolls 2 damage a�er 
taking an action in a habitat with a mech and places 2 damage tokens 
on their faction circle. 

1

1

1

1

A B

Examples of rolling damage: 

C

 A) The Coven player rolls 1 damage a�er 

11
D

Example: The Order player takes 
1 move action to reposition their 
organizer to an adjacent and unob-
structed habitat.
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• When taking a move action that starts in a habitat 
adjacent to a corridor that corresponds with your active 
defender’s home habitat, you may spend 1 action point to 
reposition your organizer to any connected habitat that 
makes up the corridor as long as the path of movement is 
unobstructed.

• Rewilded factories may be moved through as part of 
a connected habitat corridor as long as the walls 
obstructing the path of movement are breached.

Rolling Damage ~ Roll the damage die a�er resolving 
a move action that starts in a habitat with a mech or adjacent 
to a sniper.

ACTION: MOVE continued ACTION: BUILD A CAMP

Building all of your camps is a requirement for winning the 
game. Building camps is also how you draw more defenders 
into your hand and gives you additional options for regroup-
ing (see page 15) and gaining your faction’s item. In order 
to build a camp, your support track must be maxed out (see 
page 12). You may only build camps in your faction’s preferred 
habitat type or in rewilded factories. Only 1 camp can be built 
in each habitat.

To take a build action, spend 1 action point and place the 
camp occupying the next step on your maxed out support 
track in the habitat where your organizer is. Reset your sup-
port tracker to the starting position on the track. Draw cards 
from your defenders deck until your hand size reaches the 
newly-revealed number on the support track.

• If the cards in your defenders deck have all been exhaust-
ed, shuffle all the cards in your exhaustion pile other than 
your active defender and place them face down to the le� 
of your faction circle to start a new defenders deck.

Rolling Damage ~ Roll the damage die a�er resolving a 
build action in a habitat with a mech or adjacent to a sniper.

Examples of moving through habitat corridors: A) The Order player 
takes 1 move action with an active marsh defender to reposition 
their organizer within a corridor of marsh habitats. B) The player 
takes 1 move action with an active plains defender to reposition their 
organizer into an adjacent corridor of plains habitats. C) The player 
takes 1 move action with an active forest defender to reposition their 
organizer in a habitat adjacent to a corridor of forests habitats.

Build example: A) The Order player has maxed out their support 
track and takes 1 build action to build their next camp in 1 of their 
faction’s preferred habitats where their organizer is. B) Building the 
camp reveals a 6 on the support track’s next step and the player draws 
their hand up to 6 defender cards. C) The support tracker resets to its 
starting position.

A

B

C

4

7

5

6

3

7

4
3

6

5

A
B

B

C
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ACTION: REGROUP

Regrouping allows you to reposition your organizer to any 
of your camps, anywhere on the board. To take a regroup 
action, spend 1 action point and reposition your organizer to 
any habitat where one of your camps is built. Unlike move 
actions, regroup actions are not restricted by distance or 
obstructions and do not allow you to gain an item.

Rolling Damage ~ Roll the damage die a�er resolving a 
regroup action starting in a habitat with a mech or 
adjacent to a sniper.

ACTION: CLEAR POLLUTION

Clearing pollution allows you to clear all pollution from a 
habitat (including a toxic site) and is one of the ways you gain 
support. To take a clear pollution action, spend 1 action point 
and remove all pollution tokens or the toxic site token from 
the habitat where your organizer is. Place cleared pollution 
tokens back in the pollution token pile and cleared toxic 
site tokens back on the toxic site circle. Move your support 

tracker forward 1 step on the support track unless the track is 
already maxed out. 

Rolling Damage ~ Roll the damage die a�er resolving a 
clear action in a habitat with a mech or adjacent to a sniper.

+1  support

ACTION: DESTROY A MECH

Destroying a mech allows you to remove a mech from the 
game board and is one of the ways you gain support. To take 
a destroy action, spend 1 action point and remove 1 mech 
from the habitat where your organizer is. Place destroyed 
mechs back in the mech pile. Move your support tracker 
forward 1 step on the support track unless the track is already 
maxed out.

Rolling Damage ~ Roll the damage die for melee damage 
a�er resolving a destroy action.

+1  support

ACTION: BREACH A WALL

Breaching a wall or a factory wall allows you and other play-
ers to move through the breached wall and is one of the ways 
you gain support. To take a breach action, spend 1 action 
point and place a breach token next to a wall along an edge 
of the habitat where your organizer is. Move your support 
tracker forward 1 step on the support track unless the track 
is already maxed out. If you have already placed all of your 
breach tokens on the game board, you cannot take another 

+1  support

ACTION: CLEAR POLLUTION continued

Regroup example: The Order player takes 1 regroup action to reposi-
tion their organizer to another habitat where they have a camp.

ACTION: HEAL

Healing allows you to clear all 
damage from your faction circle, 
minimizing the risk of your 
defenders being killed. To take a 
heal action, spend 1 action point 
and remove all damage tokens 
from your faction circle.

Rolling Damage ~ Roll the 
damage die a�er resolving a heal 
action in a habitat with a mech or 
adjacent to a sniper.

4

7

5

6

3

Heal example: The Sect 
player takes 1 heal action 
to clear 2 damage tokens 
from their faction circle.

Clear pollution examples: 
A) The Council player takes 
1 clear action to remove 2 
pollution tokens from a 
habitat. B) The player takes 1 
clear action to remove 1 toxic 
site token from a habitat.

A B

a�er resolving a destroy action.

Destroy example: The Sect 
player takes 1 destroy action to 
remove 1 mech from a habitat.

The Order player takes 1 regroup action to reposi

adjacent to a sniper.

Regroup example: 

adjacent to a sniper.

Regroup example: The Order player takes 1 regroup action to reposi

adjacent to a sniper.

Regroup example: The Order player takes 1 regroup action to reposiThe Order player takes 1 regroup action to reposiThe Order player takes 1 regroup action to reposiThe Order player takes 1 regroup action to reposiThe Order player takes 1 regroup action to reposi
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ACTION: REWILD A FACTORY

Rewilding a factory allows you to flip a factory tile to its re-
wilded side and is one of the ways you gain support. In order 
to win the game, all factories built by the machines must 
be rewilded. Rewilded factories do not spread pollution but 
continue to have walls on all 6 of their edges. Any faction may 
build a camp in a rewilded factory and rewilded factories may 
be moved through as part of a connected habitat corridor if 
the walls obstructing the path of movement are breached.

In order to rewild a factory, all pollution and mechs in that 
factory must first be cleared and destroyed. To take a rewild 
action, spend 1 action point and flip the factory tile where 
your organizer is to its rewilded side. Make sure to place the 
rewilded factory in the same orientation with the factory 
direction arrow pointed in the same direction. Move your 
support tracker forward 1 step on the support track unless 
the track is already maxed out.

Rolling Damage ~ Roll the damage die a�er resolving a 
rewild action adjacent to a sniper.

+1  support

Items
GAINING & USING ITEMS

Gaining ~ Each faction offers a unique item (see page 17) 
that can be gained by visiting any of that faction’s camps. At 
the start of a game, all 4 of your item tokens must be placed 
next to your faction circle with their darkened used sides face 
up. To gain a faction’s item, end a move action with your 
organizer in the same habitat as one of that faction’s camps. 
When you gain an item, flip your corresponding item token 
to its colorful gained side to mark that you have obtained it.

• If your organizer is already in a habitat with a camp, you 
may spend 1 action point to gain the item offered by the 
faction’s camps.

• Ending a regroup action in a habitat with a camp does 
not gain you the item offered by that faction’s camps.

Using ~ You may use an item you have gained at any time 
during your turn before drawing your turn’s machine card. 
Using an item does not require spending an action point. You 
do not need to roll damage when you use an item in a habitat 
with a mech or adjacent to a sniper. When you use an item 
and resolve its effect, flip the item token over so its darkened 
used side is once again face up.

breach action. Breach tokens stay on the game board in their 
placed position when a factory is built and the breached wall 
is replaced with a factory tile (see page 17).

Rolling Damage ~ Roll the damage die a�er resolving a 
breach action in a habitat with a mech or adjacent to a sniper.

ACTION: BREACH A WALL continued

Rewild example: A�er clearing the factory 
of mechs and pollution, the Council player 
takes 1 rewild action to flip the factory 
tile to its rewilded side making sure the 
orientation of the factory direction arrow 
is unchanged.

Breach a wall examples: 
A) The Council player takes 
1 breach action to place a 
breach token next to a fac-
tory tile. B) The player takes 
1 breach action to place a 
breach token next to a wall.

A B

Rolling Damage ~ 
breach action in a habitat with a mech or adjacent to a sniper.

Rewild example: 
of mechs and pollution, the Council player 
takes 1 rewild action to flip the factory 
tile to its rewilded side making sure the 
orientation of the factory direction arrow 
is unchanged.

55

Gaining an item example: 
The Order player takes 1 
move action to reposition 
their organizer to a habitat 
with a camp built by the 
Council. The player gains 
bread and flips their bread 
item token to its gained side.

Gained
item

Used
item

Before A�er
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Machine Cards
A�er taking all actions on your turn, you must complete your 
turn by drawing and resolving 1 machine card. There are 3 
types of machine cards and the machine deck includes 2 of 
each. A�er drawing and resolving a machine card, place it 
face up in the discard pile. If all 6 machine cards have been 
drawn and resolved on previous turns, reshuffle the discard 
pile and place it face down to start a new machine deck.

Each machine card is broken into a series of 2 or 3 sequen-
tial steps. Always ensure that you resolve a machine card in 
the correct sequence, one step at a time.

Engines Machine Card
Engines cards build factories on enclosed habitats, order en-
gines to advance along the edges of habitats, and build walls.

ENGINES: STEP 1

If any animal habitats are enclosed, build 1 factory.
If no animal habitats are enclosed, skip to step 2.
Check to see if any animal habitats are enclosed. Enclosed 
habitats have walls enclosing all 6 of their edges. Factories 
have walls on all 6 of their edges and count towards the en-
closure of adjacent habitats. The perimeter of the game board 
also counts towards the enclosure of the habitats it borders 
in the same way as walls. Because of this, habitats along the 
perimeter can be enclosed with only 3 or 4 
walls built along their interior edges. 
Walls are never built on perimeter edges. 

• Breached walls and rewilded factory 
walls still count towards the 
enclosure of adjacent habitats.

• Engines do not count towards 
the enclosure of adjacent habitats.

COUNCIL ITEM: BREAD

To gain bread, your organizer must end a move 
action in a habitat with a Council camp. Using 
bread gives you 1 additional action point to 
spend on any action from the action menu.

SECT ITEM: ROCKETS

To gain rockets, your organizer must end a 
move action in a habitat with a Sect camp. 
Using rockets allows you to destroy 1 mech in 
a habitat adjacent to your organizer. You may 

not use rockets to destroy a mech in an adjacent habitat 
obstructed by a wall (or factory wall) unless that wall has been 
breached. A�er using rockets and removing the destroyed 
mech from the adjacent habitat, roll the damage die to check 
if the rockets backfire. Only the 1 damage faces on the dam-
age die inflict damage on you when using rockets. Move your 
support tracker forward 1 step on the support track unless 
the track is already maxed out.

COVEN ITEM: POTIONS

To gain potions, your organizer must end a 
move action in a habitat with a Coven camp. 
Using potions clears all damage from your 
faction circle.

COUNCIL ITEM: MAPS

To gain maps, your organizer must end a move 
action in a habitat with an Order camp. Using 
maps allows you to reposition your organizer to 
any other animal habitat of the same type as the 

habitat your organizer is in. Maps can only be used in animal 
habitats and cannot be used to reposition your organizer into 
or out of a factory or a rewilded factory.

ITEMS continued

habitat your organizer is in. Maps can only be used in animal 

not use rockets to destroy a mech in an adjacent habitat 

perimeter can be enclosed with only 3 or 4 

Walls are never built on perimeter edges. 
• Breached walls and rewilded factory 
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If Multiple Animal Habitats are Enclosed
The machines will only ever build 1 factory per engine card. 
To determine which enclosed habitat to build the factory 
on top of, first check the direction specified by the machine 
direction pawn on the direction circle. Then find the factory 
direction arrow pointing off the factory tile on top of the cen-
tral machine core. Scan the board in front of where the arrow 
is pointing and rotate the scan in the direction specified by 
the machine direction pawn until the scan hits an enclosed 
habitat. That enclosed habitat is the target habitat where the 
factory will be built.

• If the scan encounters 2 enclosed habitats that are both 
along the same scan line, build the factory on the en-
closed habitat closer to the central machine core. 

Building a Factory ~ A�er determining the target habitat, 
remove all walls enclosing that habitat’s edges. Pick up the 
factory tile on top of the central machine core along with any 
snipers and pollution tokens or a toxic site token si�ing on 
the factory and relocate it to the target habitat. Make sure to 
place the factory tile on the target habitat in the same orienta-
tion as it was positioned in the central machine core with the 
factory direction arrow pointing in the same direction.

Deploy 2 Snipers to the Core
A�er building a new factory, deploy 2 
snipers to the central machine core.

• If a factory is built on top of a 
habitat with a camp, the camp is 
destroyed and removed from the 
game. Place it back in the game box. 
The camp does not return to the 
faction circle of the player it belongs to and still counts as 
having been built. But it no longer provides an option for 
that player to regroup to or for gaining that faction’s item.

• If a factory is built on top of a habitat with any organizers, 
place the organizers on top of the newly built factory. 

• If a factory is built on top of a habitat with pollution, 
place the pollution on top of the newly built factory. If 
the number of pollution tokens in the factory is 3 or 
higher, remove the tokens and replace them with a toxic 
site token. If a a toxic site token is already on the factory, 
remove the pollution tokens.

• If a factory is built on top of a habitat with hunters, place 
the mechs on top of the newly built factory. These mechs 
are now snipers.

ENGINES: STEP 1 continued

Examples of enclosed animal habitats:  A) Walls are built on 5 edges 
of the habitat and a factory is positioned on the 6th edge. B) Walls are 
built on all 6 edges of a habitat, C) Walls are built on all interior edges 
of a habitat located on the game board perimeter.

Multiple enclosed habitat example (le�):  Both (A) and (B) habitats are 
enclosed when an engine card is drawn. The direction specified by the 
machine direction pawn on the direction circle is le�, or the 2 icon 
(C). A scan outwards and rotating to the le� from the factory direction 
arrow (D) pointing off the factory on top of the central core, hits 
enclosed habitat (B) first. Enclosed habitat (B) is the target habitat 
where the factory will be built.

1

A B C

Multiple enclosed habitat example (le�): 

where the factory will be built.

A

B

C

D
D

1

18

A
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ENGINES: STEP 2

Engines advance & build 2 walls

Engines sit on habitat edges with one habitat to their right 
side (marked on the engine’s right side with the 1  icon) 
and one habitat to their le� (marked with the 2  icon). They 
have a jagged forward-facing front and a flat back. Engines 
always advance forward and never in reverse.

Check the position of the machine direction pawn on 
the direction circle to determine whether each engine will 
advance around the habitat to its right (1  icon) or to its le� 
(2  icon). Move each engine 2 edges in that specified direc-
tion. Build 2 walls behind the engine on each habitat edge 
that the engine moves through.

Dead Ends & Resetting ~ If an engine is ever ordered 
to advance into an edge that has a wall, a factory, another 
engine, or off the perimeter of the game board, it resets. 
Pick up the engine and place it on the central machine core. 
Make sure to build 1 wall on the habitat edge where the 
engine reset from.

Enclosing Perimeter Habitats ~ If an engine is ever 
ordered to advance off the perimeter of the game board, it 
fully encloses the habitat that it has been ordered to advance 
around. The  icons on the game board perimeter are a 
reminder of this. The perimeter of the game board counts 
towards the enclosure of the habitats it borders and walls are 
never built on the perimeter edges. A�er rese�ing the engine 
back to the central machine core, build walls on all interior 
edges of the specified perimeter habitat. 

ENGINES: STEP 3

Deploy reset engines

The final step on engine cards deploys any engines that have 
reset to the core. Reset engines always a�empt to deploy to 1 
of the 6 edges that radiate like spokes off the central machine 
core. To determine which of these edges a reset engine will 
deploy to, find the factory direction arrow on the central ma-

ENGINES: STEP 1 continued ENGINES: STEP 2 continued

Building a factory example:  A plains habitat is the only enclosed 
habitat when an engine card is drawn. The walls around the habitat are 
removed and the top factory tile on the central core is relocated to the 
plains habitat along with the 2 snipers that were on the factory. The 
pollution token that was in the enclosed plains habitat is placed on top 
of the newly built factory.

Engines advance example: 
The machine direction 
pawn is set to right (1 

 icon). The engines 
advances 2 edges around 
the habitats to their right 
building 1 wall on each 
edge they move through.

Before

Before

A�er

A�er

Building a factory example:  A plains habitat is the only enclosed 

Before

Building a factory example:  A plains habitat is the only enclosed 

A�er

4

FrontBack Front

Engines advance & build 2 walls

The machine direction 
pawn is set to right (1 

advances 2 edges around 

Engine reset example: 
An engine is ordered 
to advance into an 
edge that already has 
a wall and resets to 
the central core.

4

Engine reset example: 
An engine is ordered 
to advance into an 
edge that already has 
a wall and resets to 
the central core.

Perimeter enclosure example: 
An engine is ordered to 
advance around the habitat 
to its right, (1  icon), and 
off the game board perime-
ter. The engine resets to the 
central core and walls are 
built on the 3 interior edges 
of the habitat.

Before A�er
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Machine Card: Mechs
Mechs cards deploy mechs and trigger 
mechs to pursue players.

MECHS: STEP 1

Each engine deploys 1 mech

Locate the habitats directly in front of 
each engine and deploy 1 mech to each 
of those habitats. If a mech is deployed 
to an animal habitat, it becomes a hunt-
er. If a mech is deployed to a factory, it 
becomes a sniper.

• If the engine is facing the game board perimeter, 
deploy the mech to the habitat directly behind it.

MECHS: STEP 2

Hunters pursue the active player 2 habitats & others 1

Hunters prioritize pursuing the active player and then at-
tempt to pursue each of the other players, one at a time, going 
clockwise from the active player’s le� around the table. When 
a hunter pursues a player, it moves from its starting position 
to the habitat where the pursued player’s organizer is. If a 
hunter is not in range of any players, it holds its position.

• Hunters never pursue through walls (including 
breached walls) and never pursue into factories or 
rewilded factories.

• Hunters that are already in a habitat with any player’s 
organizer hold their position and do not pursue.

ENGINES: STEP 3 continued

chine hub. If the edge the arrow is pointing to is clear, deploy 
the engine to that edge. If that edge is already obstructed by 
a wall, a factory wall, or the other engine, search for the next 
unobstructed edge rotating around the machine core in the 
direction specified by the machine direction pawn. 

If all 6 of the edges radiating from the central machine 
core are already blocked, move the reset engine to the highest 
numbered built factory (even if it’s been rewilded). Repeat the 
same steps as above to determine which edge radiating off that 
factory the engine should deploy to. 

• Always deploy engines with their back to the factory and 
their front facing out.

• If both engines have reset to the core, deploy each engine 
one at a time.

Engine deploy example 
(le�):  A reset engine 
si�ing is unable to deploy 
to any habitat edges 
radiating from the core 
because all of them are 
blocked (A). The engine 
moves to the highest 
numbered built factory 
(B) and deploys to the 
edge its factory direction 
arrow is pointing to (C).

444

6

A B

C

C

Engine deploy example (above):  A reset engine is si�ing in the core and 
the machine direction pawn is set to le�, or the 2 icon (A). The habitat 
edge that the factory direction arrow on the factory is pointing to already 
has a wall (B) so the engine deploys to the next unobstructed edge radiat-
ing from the core to the le� of the factory direction arrow (C).

C
B

Before A�er

A

20

A

Before A�er
Example: 
An engine 
deploys 1 mech 
to the habitat 
directly in front 
of its position.
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Pursuing the Active Player ~ Hunters pursue the 
active player up to a range of 2 habitats. If any hunters are 
within 2 habitats of the active player’s organizer, reposition 
those mechs into the habitat where the organizer is.

Pursuing Other Players ~ Hunters only pursue players 
other than the active player at a range of 1 habitat. Going 
clockwise from the active player’s le� around the table, check 
if any hunters are adjacent to a player’s organizer and reposi-
tion those mechs into the habitat where the organizer is.

Machine Card: Pollution
Pollution cards toggle the direction 
specified by the machine direction pawn 
on the direction circle, inflict damage 
on players near toxic sites, and spread 
pollution from factories.

POLLUTION: STEP 1

Toggle machine direction

Only one of the pollution cards includes 
this first step. Toggle the machine direc-
tion by moving the machine direction pawn to the 
opposite direction space on the direction circle.

POLLUTION: STEP 2

Players on or adjacent to toxic sites take 1 damage

Any player whose organizer is in or adjacent to a habitat 
with a toxic site token takes 1 damage. The maximum 
amount of damage you can sustain is 3 damage tokens 
(see page 13) 

• Each player only takes a maximum of 1 damage per 
pollution card, regardless of how many toxic site tokens 
are in or adjacent to the habitat where their organizer is.

66

Pursuing the active player example: The Order player is the active 
player and draws a mechs card (A). 2 hunters are within 2 habitats of 
the player’s organizer (B). Both pursue the player and reposition to the 
habitat where the organizer is. A sniper does not pursue (C).

AB B C

Pursuing other players example: The Sect player is not the active play-
er when a mechs card is drawn (A). 2 hunters are within 1 habitat of 
the player’s organizer (B) but 1 is blocked by a wall (C). The hunter that 
is not blocked pursues the player and repositions to the habitat where 
the organizer is (D). A 3rd hunter is out of range of the organizer and 
holds its position (E).

ABE B

CD

Toggle direction example: The pollution 
card with the toggle step is drawn and the 
machine direction pawn is toggled from the 
le� direction space with the 2 icon to the 
right direction space with the 1  icon.

Toxic site damage example: The Sect 
player’s organizer is in a habitat with a 
toxic site token and adjacent to another 
when a pollution card is drawn. The 
player takes 1 damage and places a dam-
age token on their faction circle.

Toxic site damage example: 
player’s organizer is in a habitat with a 
toxic site token and adjacent to another 
when a pollution card is drawn. The 
player takes 1 damage and places a dam
age token on their faction circle.
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Endgame
LOSING

There are 3 ways for all players to lose the game. 

Core Construction Complete ~ If 6 factory tiles have 
been built and the machines are ordered to build the final 
factory tile, all players lose. Each factory is numbered 0-6 and 
at the start of the game these factories are stacked on the cen-
tral machine core in order from tile 0 on the bo�om to tile 6 
on top. The number on the top factory of the central machine 
core informs you how many more factories the machines can 
build before all players lose the game. The final factory tile 
numbered 0 is never built. If all 6 other factories have been 
built and an engine card is pulled when at least 1 habitat is 
enclosed, the game ends and all players lose.

Toxic Disaster ~ If all 6 toxic sites have spread to the 
game board and a pollution card orders the machines to 
spread more toxic sites, the game ends and all players lose.

Massacre ~ When a player accumulates more than 3 
damage, one of their defenders is killed and placed under the 
death token corresponding with that defender’s home habi-
tat. If another defender from the same home habitat is killed, 
the game ends and all players lose.

POLLUTION: STEP 3

Factories spread pollution

Locate the 3 pollution chutes on the top factory of the central 
machine core and the chutes on each built factory. Spread 1 
pollution token per pollution chute into the habitat adjacent 
to that chute.

Toxic Sites ~ If 3 or more pollution tokens are ever spread 
to a single habitat, the pollution becomes a toxic site. Remove 
all the pollution tokens and replace them with one of the 
toxic site tokens from the machine toxic circle.

• Pollution tokens do not spread to habitats that already 
have toxic site tokens.

• If multiple pollution chutes are adjacent to the same 
habitat, spread 1 pollution token to that habitat per 
adjacent chute.

• Pollution chutes spread pollution tokens into adjacent 
factories in the same way they spread pollution into all 
other habitats.

tat. If another defender from the same home habitat is killed, 
the game ends and all players lose.

Toxic Sites ~ 
to a single habitat, the pollution becomes a toxic site. Remove 
all the pollution tokens and replace them with one of the 

Before

A pollution chute

A�er

Factories spread pollution example: A pollution card is drawn and 1 
pollution token spreads to each habitat adjacent to the factory’s pol-
lution chutes (A). A third pollution token is not added to the habitat 
that already had 2 tokens. Both tokens are removed and replaced with 
a toxic site token (B).

A
B

A

A pollution chute
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1 Player Mode
Defenders of the Wild is primarily designed as a multiplayer 
game that centers player interaction and cooperative strate-
gizing. However, the game can still be enjoyed alone with the 
following adjustments to the rules:

Play as 2 Factions with 1 Hand of Defenders ~ 
Follow 2 player setup rules with these changes:

• Place the first player token back in the game box.
• Your initial hand of 3 defender cards may be composed 

of any combination of defenders from either faction’s 
defenders deck.

No Rounds ~ Ignore all rules detailing rounds of game-
play and restrictions on communication. Each turn, you 
may choose to play any defender from your hand regardless 
of faction. Place the active defender on the exhaustion pile 
next to that defender’s faction circle. Resolve the turn with 
the faction components matching the faction of the active 
defender. Make sure to draw and resolve a machine card a�er 
taking each turn.

• If you have no defender cards from 1 of the factions in 
your hand, you may draw the top card from that defend-
ers deck as your active defender for the turn.

• Abilities marked ongoing continue to affect gameplay for 
as long as the defender with the ability is on top of the 
exhaustion pile.

Teaming Up ~ You may only team up defenders from the 
same faction as your active defender.

Drawing Defender Cards ~ When taking an action to 
build a camp, draw cards from the defenders deck belong-
ing to your active defender until your hand size reaches the 
newly-revealed number on the support track.

WINNING

To destroy the central machine core, claim victory in this 
crucial ba�le, and win the game, all players must build all 
their camps while rewilding all of the factories built by the 
machines. If at any time during a player’s turn, all play-
ers have built all their camps and all factories built by the 
machines have been rewilded, the game ends and all players 
win. Flip the factory tile on top of the central machine core to 
its rewilded side.

News of your victory spreads across the Commonwood unleashing the 
fires of hope and solidarity in its wake. Some defenders will stay in 
this region utilizing the network of camps you have built to help start 
the long process of reconstruction and healing of the land. Others will 
move on to lend their skills and expertise on the other fronts in the 
ongoing war against the machines.
Everything is connected! Nothing lasts forever!

ENDGAME continued
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